
Dean Darnell

, Quote#: 587115

Date: 2/21/2018

Your RFQ#: 2-21-18 Phone

Dean 507-584-6465Contact: Phone:

dozer2112@gmail.com Fax:

Internal Use Only: 10x   Px938N  E

Part#: Rev:

STEEL 1008/10 CR#4

We have a current Blueprint: No

AS9100C: No
Dim: 1.000+/- .005 X 0.140+/- .005 X .046+/- .005

Email:

Will tumble to deburr.

Quoting a flat round washer with our standard tolerances.

Pricing includes a Zinc & Clear finish.

Pricing does not include certifications or reports.

Initial Service Charge: $0

5,000Quantity

Piece Price

Extended Price*

100 250 500 1,000 2,500

$3.4400 $1.4400 $0.7500 $0.4050 $0.1740 $0.1050

$344.00 $360.00 $375.00 $405.00 $435.00 $525.00

Notes:              *See Quantity Variations Noted Below

Material:

Delivery: 3-4 * Week(s) is our current standard delivery for this item. Need Faster Delivery? Contact us.

Prices are based on an allowance for a

If exact quantity is needed please advise.

variation from the quantity ordered.Quantity Variations: +or- 10%

Split Shipments / Samples: Invoices priced at the rate for each unit shipped when split shipments or samples are customer requested.

General:

Parts will be manufactured to Boker's Quality standard of AQL 2.5 Level I, unless otherwise noted.

Parts will have normal stamping characteristics unless otherwise noted.

Typographical and clerical errors are subject to correction.  Quotations are based on acceptance within 60 days.

This quotation is subject to change based on current market price of materials.

Terms:
Net 30 days with approved credit, Ex Works Origin, US dollars. In acceptance of this quotation, your company agrees

to Boker's, Inc. Quotation Terms and Conditions found at http://www.bokers.com/userfiles/file/Bokers-Terms.pdf

Boker's Representative: Tricia Breidel Thank You

Invoice will reflect the actual quantity shippped.

Bare carbon steel parts are shipped with an oil-based rust inhibitor that provides 180 days of rust protection from shipment date in the

original sealed bag. Optionally, bare carbon steel parts can use a dry rust inhibitor which provides 30 days of rust protection from

shipment date in the original sealed bag. Unprotected carbon parts will rust and cannot be returned for corrosion.

Rust

Inhibitor:

1


